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Abstract—In this paper, we present a directional antenna-based
leader-follower robotic relay system capable of building end-to-
end communication in complicated and dynamically changing en-
vironments. The proposed system consists of multiple networked
robots - one is a mobile end node and the others are leaders or
followers acting as radio relays. Every follower uses directional
antennas to relay a communication radio and to estimate the
location of the leader robot as a sensory device. For bearing
estimation, we employ a weight centroid algorithm (WCA) and
present a theoretical analysis of the use of WCA for this work.
Using a robotic convoy method, we develop online, distributed
control strategies that satisfy the scalability requirements of
robotic network systems and enable cooperating robots to work
independently. The performance of the proposed system is
evaluated by conducting extensive real-world experiments that
successfully build actual communication between two end nodes.
Index Terms—Multi-Robot System, Relay Robots, Robotic
Convoy System, Wireless Communications, Directional Antennas,
Weighted Centroid Algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
OFTEN, long distance end-to-end networks need to bebuilt on ad-hoc basis for a mobile end user (e.g., robots
or first responders) in life-threatening and hazardous environ-
ments for applications in search, safety, security and rescue
[3], [4]. For instance, a firefighter exploring unstructured and
unvisited places during an urban search and rescue operation
will need robust and long-range connectivity to a command
center [5], as illustrated in Figure 1. A commonly proposed
strategy to establish communication beyond the coverage area
of a single radio is to deploy multiple mobile relay (or
repeater) robots to relay wireless communication from the
command center to the end user, building the end-to-end
networks1[6], [7], [3], [8]. The mobility of the repeater robots
will limit the mobility of the end users. Thus, to enable mobile
end user movements in realizing assigned exploration tasks,
the repeater robots should continuously adjust their positions
accordingly to maintain end-to-end connectivity.
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Fig. 1. A scenario of building the end-to-end communication link from a
command center at the top left corner to the mobile end user or robot at the
right bottom corner using relay robots in a disaster situation.
In this paper, we propose a leader-follower robotic relay
system in order to build robust communication in complicated
and dynamically changing environments. We will utilize a
directional antenna based wireless device to realize long
distance communication as well as a sensor to estimate the
bearing (direction) of the leader or the precedent robot.
For bearing estimation, we employ a weight centroid al-
gorithm (WCA). The proposed convoy system is online and
uses distributed control strategy that satisfies the scalability
requirements of robotic network systems and also allows
cooperating robots to work independently.
In general, directional antennas provide a much better
performance in terms of a communication range than omnidi-
rectional antennas since directional antennas can concentrate
radio signals in desired directions [9], enhancing the range
of our end-to-end communication. In our work, we will use
a combination of omnidirectional and directional antennas so
that our method is applicable to wide range of environments
and in line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight conditions [10].
Directional antennas are a core component of the system that
are readily available off-the-shelf and cost-effective compared
to other sensory devices such as laser range finder and vision
system. In addition, WiFi technology will be used to establish
a wireless local area network (LAN), which allows high speed
data transmission through the entire end-to-end network. This
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capability allows our convoy system to transfer and receive
large amounts of data for real-time video broadcasting from a
point of interest.
In our prior works, we introduced a novel bearing esti-
mation algorithm using WCA and signal strength measure-
ments from a directional antenna in [11]. In [1], [2], we
proposed a leader-follower system using the bearing esti-
mation system, and demonstrated the network throughput
performance of the system with experiments involving two
robots. We also integrated the convoy scheme with obstacle
avoidance algorithm in [1]. We further extended the con-
voy system with thorough establishment of the WCA based
bearing estimation algorithm and demonstrated the perfor-
mance of the convoy system using multi-robot experiments
in [12]. We also compared various combinations of antennas
(omnidirectional-omnidirectional, omnidirectional-directional,
directional-directional) of the leader and follower robots in
[12], and showed the advantages of using a combination of
using omnidirectional and directional antennas for sensing the
direction of arrival (DOA) and throughput improvements in
different environments. Moreover, in [12], we assumed the
antennas are static in the analysis of WCA.
Having provided a solid foundation for robotic convoy
system using directional antennas, in this paper, we extend
our prior works and contribute in the following ways.
• We thoroughly verify and analyze the WCA algorithm for
bearing estimation and consider the Doppler effect due to
the movement of high speed antenna tracking system and
the robot.
• We show how the bearing estimation algorithm integrates
with the obstacle avoidance system and mobile robot
control and prove convergence in convoying operation.
• We conduct extensive experiments in both indoors and
outdoors to validate the proposed convoy system using
end-to-end throughput tests and examine the effects of
relay robots and the number of hopping.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents
relevant works in building end-to-end robot communications,
and highlights novel aspects of the proposed approach. In
Section III, we provide background information and briefly
present the problem statement. We then describe our approach
for building an end-to-end network using a robotic convoy
system in Section IV. In Section V, a set of experiments on
our methods and systems that demonstrate our solutions to the
end-to-end communication problem are included. Section VI
summarizes the conclusions and future scope of this work.
II. RELATED WORK
The task of building end-to-end communication using mul-
tiple relay robots can be approached based on the type of end
node - a static end node or a dynamic end node [13]. As
shown in [7], for static end nodes, end-to-end communication
can be realized by planning relay robots’ paths to their final
positions prior to deployment. However, it is often challenged
because a predefined path is not robust to unknown and
dynamic environments. On the other hand, for dynamic end
nodes, deploying a group of leader-follower robots is studied
in [14], [6]. This approach takes advantages of multiple pairs
of mobile robots to build a communication network. It could
be realized by having the front-most robot be the mobile
end node and making the follower robots simply chase the
leader or precedent robots without making any decisions [15].
This feature makes the group of leader-follow robots as a
convoy team, enabling the system to be robust to dynamic en-
vironments and easy to extend the range. The main challenge
here is that the performance of the entire system is highly
dependent on the accuracy of on-board sensors used to chase
the leader robots. Thus, many researches focus on control
algorithms with various types of sensors in order to improve
the performance of follower robots [16], [17], [18]. Some
research focused on statistical models of error sources that
can cause degradation of navigation performances [19], [20],
while connectivity control has been studied in [21], [22] to
maintain communication between multiple connected robots.
Typically, follower robots with one or multi on-board sen-
sors are used to implement leader-follower strategies. Vision-
based leader-follower systems have been widely used in
convoy applications [23], [24], [25], [26]. By estimating the
leader’s position from the sequence of a video image, the
follower is able to follow the leader [27], [28]. Although
this approach has been demonstrated in practice, there is an
inherent constraint that the leader must stay in the follower’s
vision. In real life, loss in vision sensing is shown to happen
frequently [29], thus alternative compensation strategies need
to be incorporated.
Instead of vision sensors, inertial sensors including GPS
(Global Positioning System) have been employed to estimate
the leader’s position and heading in [30], [31], [32]. During
motion, the follower robots follow the GPS paths provided by
the leader robot. As this approach does not require line-of-
sight condition, it is known to be a good alternative to vision-
based systems. However, GPS signal is sensitive to location
and the environment, and hence prone to blind spots, e.g., in
indoor environments. Thus such sensing scheme may result in
estimation errors, and can cause the system to fail. Also, such
system require constant data exchanges between the leader and
the follower robots.
In this paper, we estimate the bearing of the leader robot
through active antenna tracking and processing of the wireless
signal strength, instead of relying on vision or inertial based
sensors. In literature, multiple directional antennas have been
used to estimate bearing of radio signals [33], [34], however
they increase power consumption and resource utilization of
the robots, although proving advantages such as fast process-
ing and added redundancy.
We depart from previous works in the following ways.
We use directional antennas to measure signal strength and
to communicate with the leader robot, and thus the system
can cope with cases where the sight of its leader is lost and
enable safe navigation. In principle, as long as the antenna is
pointing in the direction in which the leader robot is moving,
the system works efficiently. Since we use active tracking with
a motorized pan tilt system, we are able to keep track of
the leader robot bearing and are able to recover from cases
where it loses the direction by constantly scanning for signals
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Fig. 2. Overview of a team of leader-follower robots creating end-to-end communication links.
around the follower robot. We also present how we realize
the entire system with the commercial off-the-shelf devices
and conduct extensive real-world experiments. The proposed
system is highly beneficial for cooperative multi-robot systems
in dynamic unstructured environments where it is critical to
rapidly make adjustments to facilitate communication.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first present how radio signal strength is
modeled. Then we continue to describe the problem we tackle
and introduce the leader-follower system.
A. Radio signal strength
Radio signal strength has been widely used in robotics lit-
erature for predictions and improvements in wireless commu-
nication performance [35], [36]. The received signal strength
(RSS) is given by [37], [38]:
PdBm = L0 − 10n · log
(∥∥xt − x‖)︸ ︷︷ ︸
PathLoss
− f (xt, x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Shadowing
− ε︸︷︷︸
multipath
(1)
where L0 is the measured (reference) power at 1 meter
from the transmitter, n is the decay exponent, and xt and x
are the positions of the transmitter and receiver respectively.
While the path loss fading due to distance is deterministic,
the shadowing and multipath fading are often modeled as
stochastic processes with (zero-mean) Gaussian and Nakagami
distribution respectively. Precisely modeling the shadowing
and multipath effects are difficult [38], [39], and often not
required in the proposed application as they are relatively
smaller in effects compared to fading. Nevertheless, in our
bearing estimation algorithm, the multipath effects are filtered
out due to (spatial) averaging of the signal values over the
angular spectrum.
B. Problem statement
The main challenge is to develop online distributed control
strategies that satisfy the scalability requirements of robotic
network systems and that enable cooperating robots to work
independently to create end-to-end communication in dynamic
and unknown environments. Estimation and tracking of bear-
ing using directional antennas is the core of the proposed con-
voy system. A robot convoy team is composed into identical
leader-follower pairs, as shown in Figure 2 [26]. The lead
robot, on the right of the figure, is a mobile end node and
guides a team in a robot convoy. This end node can also be a
human user carrying/wearing the node. The goal of a follower
robot is to autonomously track the trajectory of its immediate
leader and then relay a radio signal between the leader in front
and the robot behind.
C. System Description
An overview of the strategy for a robotic convoy is depicted
in Figure 3. Let us assume there are n networked robots and
are associated to the command center sequentially. Each robot
is responsible for measuring the Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) of the robot preceding it as well as the robot
behind it, in order to monitor wireless connectivity between
the two neighboring nodes. More specifically, in order for
a robot in the convoy to maintain high quality of wireless
connection with its leader, the robot must track its leader if
the RSSI connection with the leader has reached the assigned
RSSI threshold; that is, the condition if RSSI l ≤ Thresholdl
then drive is activated. This case is depicted in Figure 3(b)
with a focus on Rn. The status of the robot in drive, tracking
its leader, is presented in Figure 3(c). Similarly, in order for
a robot to maintain good wireless connection with the robot
behind it, the robot must stop tracking its leader if the RSSI
connection with the robot behind it has reached the assigned
RSSI threshold; that is, the condition if RSSIb ≤ Thresholdb
then stop is activated. This case is depicted in Figure 3(d) with
a focus on Rn. This achieves our goal to extend end-to-end
communication in a convoy fashion.
For every robot in the convoy to be autonomous, each
robot operates with the predefined steps, depicted in Figure
4. Note that the leader robot at the end node runs separately.
In Figure 4, the robot in the convoy is composed mainly of two
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Fig. 3. Visual description of our convoy strategy, focusing on the follower
case with Rn: (a) Initial state, (b) drive is activated, (c) Rn in drive tracks
the team leader L, (d) Rn stops tracking because stop is activated.
algorithms − a bearing estimation algorithm and an obstacle
avoidance algorithm. The bearing estimation algorithm allows
a follower robot to track its leader’s trajectory. For bearing
estimation, we employ the WCA that was proposed in [12].
The obstacle avoidance algorithm allows the follower robot
to avoid the obstacle between itself and the leader. For the
obstacle avoidance algorithm, we consider two different situ-
ations as described in [1], depending on the distance between
an object and the follower robot.
In Situation 1, if the distance is too close (i.e., when the
measured distance is smaller than the pre-defined threshold,
Thresholdo), obstacle avoidance becomes a top priority, i.e.,
the robot stops following the leader and avoids the obstacle
and tries to avoid a crash. For this approach, a simple obstacle
avoidance algorithm was developed and more details will be
described in Section IV-F. In Situation 2, if the distance is not
close, but an object is detected on the path, both a bearing
estimation algorithm and obstacle avoidance algorithm are
concurrently initiated, i.e., the robot keeps tracking the leader
while avoiding the object.
In the robotic system, a network device with antennas is
installed on each robot for two purposes - one is to maintain
wireless connectivity between the two end nodes, and the
other is to provide and measure a wireless signal for bearing
estimation. Specifically, each robot is equipped with an omni-
directional antenna and two directional antennas as shown in
Figure 5. The follower estimates the bearing to the transmitter
on the leader by measuring its radio power using the bottom
directional antenna and by utilizing the estimated bearing to
track the trajectory of the leader robot. The bearing estimate
also allows computing of the best orientation for the top
directional antenna that is associated with the omni-directional
antenna on the leader for actual data transmission in end-
to-end communication. With the assumption that the two
communication sides are far enough apart, the two antennas
on the follower are installed on the same vertical axis which
enables that the field of views from each antenna are projected
onto a single space.
IV. ROBOTIC CONVOY SYSTEM
In this section, we first briefly describe the WCA for
bearing estimation of the follower robot. Then, we validate
the algorithm against the Doppler effect due to high speed
rotations in antennas. Analysis of the algorithm for convoying
operation is then provided, followed by the integration of
WCA with the robot control and obstacle avoidance.
A. Bearing Estimation Algorithm
In Figure 5, the bottom directional antenna on the follower
robot that can rotate horizontally with the help of a servo
motor, is used for bearing estimation. The parameters of
bearing estimation with a directional antenna are described
in Figure 6. Note that the interval angle θt can be computed
by dividing the interesting range by the total number of
measurements Nt.
In the first step of the WCA, a single rotary directional
antenna measures Nt signal strength while it rotates at a
constant angular velocity θ˙ from θs to θe and produces a set of
RSSIj values, where j is the index of the measurement such
that j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt}. Here, θs and θe are determined by
the center angle θc that is set to be aligned with the previous
bearing to prevent the estimation from approaching the end
where an actual bearing dwells [12].
In the second step, the relationship between a weight and
the signal strength measurements at θj is defined as:
wj = 10
(
RSSIj
γ
)
(2)
where γ is the positive gain that should be appropriately
determined in every application scenario. The equation implies
that a higher RSSI value has more weight than a lower
RSSI value. Then, the bearing can be estimated by means
of weighted centroid approaches as:
Θ˜ =
∑Nt
j=1 wjθj∑Nt
j=1 wj
. (3)
B. Assumptions
In our robotic convoy system, multiple pairs of leader-
follower mobile robots build the connection from end to end
nodes. A single pair of leader-follower robots is comprised
of a leader robot that moves towards a desired location or
chases its leader robot in another pair, and a follower robot that
chases the leader robot, in order to maintain the connection
alive. This implies that the role of each robot is decided to
be a leader or a follower depending upon its current goal, and
each pair of leader-follower robots performs independently as
shown in Figure 2. In this way, without loss of generality, the
convergence analysis of the WCA for the entire system can
be addressed by showing the proof of the case where a single
pair of robots is considered. The following assumptions are
considered:
A1 An unconstrained model is considered. A leader robot
can freely move in a given area.
A2 A constant velocity is considered.
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Bearing estimation algorithm
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START
Is obstacle detected?
How close to obstacle?
Distance  Thresholdo
Follow the leader
Obstacle avoidance algorithm
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Fig. 4. A flow chart of the follower robotic system.
Omni directional 
antenna for communication
Follower
Directional antenna
for WCA
Data transmission
Leader
Directional antenna
for communication
Fig. 5. Directional sensing model for leader-follower robotic system.
The second assumption means that there is no change in the
velocities of the leader robot and the follower robot during a
scanning of the directional antenna on the follower robot. Their
velocities are updated only when the current scanning is done
and right before the next scanning is performed. This assumes
that the change in the robot’s velocity is only affected by k,
not by j with the jth measurement angle at the kth scanning
of the directional antenna. This is to simplify the mathematic
modeling and is valid if the rotation speed of the directional
antenna is faster than the velocity of the mobile robot.
C. Doppler Effect
Due to the movement of the directional antennas, both the
self rotation and the movement of robots, it is imperative
to analyze the impact of the Doppler effect on the bearing
●
Angle of	interest, ߠ௜
Starting	angle, ߠ௦ Ending	angle, ߠ
௘
Center angle, ߠ௖
Measurement	angle, ߠ௝
Measurement	angle, ߠ௝ାଵ
Directional Antenna
Interval	angle, ߠ௧
Fig. 6. Defined parameters for bearing estimation with a directional antenna
when rotating to clockwise.
estimation performance. The Doppler effect is the change in
frequency of a wave for an observer moving relative to its
source. It is observed whenever the source of waves is moving
with respect to an observer. It is presumed that the robotic
convoy system is not completely free from the Doppler effect
since the source of the radio signals (antennas) on both the
leader and follower robots are mobile [40].
A typical power equation at the receiver in dB takes the
following form:
Pr = Pt +Gt +Gr cos
2 φ− Lf (4)
where Pt is the output power of the transmitting antenna;
Gt is the gain of the transmitting antenna; Gr is the gain
of the receiving antenna; Lf is the free-space loss given
by 20 log10(4pidf/c) where d is the distance between the
antennas, f is the frequency of the radio signal, and c is the
velocity of waves in the medium. The gain at the receiving
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Fig. 7. A pair of leader-follower robots and its velocity components. Each
of perpendicular and parallel component can be found in (6) and (7).
antenna Gr depends on the angular separation φ between the
transmitter and the receiver antennas. Note that Lf in (4)
could vary if the Doppler effect takes place due to the change
in frequency caused by relative motion between source and
destination nodes.
The relationship between observed frequency f∗ and source
frequency f for our system is given by:
f∗ = f
(
c± Vfollower
1± Vleader
)
= f
(
1± Vrelative
c
)
(5)
where Vfollower is the velocity of the follower and is positive if
it is moving towards the leader; Vleader is the velocity of the
leader and is positive if it is moving away from the follower.
Vrelative is the relative velocity between the leader and follower
robots. Note the scanning antennas do not circularly polarize
the light waves and hence do not create any Doppler shift,
however may affect the performance of antenna tracking which
will be discussed in Section IV-E.
The velocity vector of a robot can be separated into parallel
and perpendicular components to an inertial frame of reference
as shown in Figure 7, and they are determined by:
Vrobot‖ = Vrobot cos
(
θcen(k)− θ∗cen(k)
)
(6)
Vrobot⊥ = Vrobot sin
(
θcen(k)− θ∗cen(k)
)
(7)
where θ∗cen(k) is the actual DOA trajectory that the center angle
should be placed at each scanning and the subscript robot
represents both a leader and a follower.
The free-space loss in 4 becomes,
Lf∗ = 20log10(d) + 20log10(
4pif
c
) + 20log10(
c± Vrelative
c
).
(8)
This equation indicates that the relative motion between
robots affects the distance between them during a scan, which
will result in the path loss measurements impacted by velocity
other than directionality of the directional antenna alone.
However, using Assumption A2, we can assert that the relative
velocity Vrelative between the robots does not change within
a scanning period. Therefore, the Doppler effect during a
scanning period that is led by a rotating directional antenna
for the estimation of relative bearings in our robotic convoy
system does not exist.
Moreover, the RSSI fluctuations due to shadowing during
a scan become nullified because of the same weight factor
applied across the range θs to θe. Therefore, the WCA is
unaffected by the changes in instantaneous path loss measure-
ments. In addition, the WCA acts as a filter in itself, thus it
is robust to multipath effects.
D. Convergence
In mathematics, the term “convergence” is generally defined
as a property of approaching a limit more and more closely
as a variable of the function increases or decreases or as the
number of terms of the series increases. The limit could be
a constant or a function. Recall that we assume the leader
robot is freely moving (Assumption A1). This indicates that
the following robot cannot fundamentally and mathematically
converge until the leader robot is fixed to a certain position
or a certain direction. Thus, the essential process becomes
the tracking and converging problem where the follow robot
chases the moving leader robot (called “tracking mode” in
the next subsection IV-E) and finds the bearing of the leader
robot when the leader robot stops moving (called “converging
mode” in this subsection). That is, in the tracking mode, the
directional antenna of the follower robot should keep a position
of the leader robot within the angle of interest θi with a
consideration of the potential movement range of the leader
robot, in order to not lose the leader robot and to continuously
track it while the leader robot is moving.
In the tracking and converging process, the converging mode
is active when both the leader robot and the follower robot
are stationary. Therefore, as shown in the previous subsection
IV-C, the Doppler effect does not take place in the converging
mode. Given that, we can assume Pt, Gt, and Lf in (4) are
constant, and the subsequent center angle θc of the directional
antenna by the WCA can be obtained by [12]:
θcen(k + 1) = θcen(k)
+
θint
2N
∑N
j=−N j10
Grcos
2(θcen(k)−θcen∗+ jθint2N )
γ
∑N
j=−N 10
Grcos2(θcen(k)−θcen∗+ jθint2N )
γ
(9)
e(k + 1) = e(k) +
θint
2N
∑N
j=−N j10
Grcos
2(e(k)+ jθint2N )
γ
∑N
j=−N 10
Grcos2(e(k)+ jθint2N )
γ
(10)
where e(k) = θcen(k)− θcen∗, i.e., e(k) is the error between
the estimated DOA at the kth scanning and the actual DOA.
If we define f (e(k)) as the differentiation of e(k) in discrete
time, then
f (e(k)) =
θint
2N
∑N
j=−N j10
Grcos
2(e(k)+ jθint2N )
γ
∑N
j=−N 10
Grcos2(e(k)+ jθint2N )
γ
. (11)
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Fig. 8. Verification of convergence of the modified WCA. (a) shows that the
absolute value of f(x) is always less than the absolute value of y = −2x.
Therefore, as k increases, f(x) goes to zero. (b) shows an enlarged graph
with a setting of γ to 1 for more detailed explanations of the verification [12].
As illustrated in Figure 8, the absolute error at the (k +
1) scanning is always less than the absolute error at the kth
scanning, because f (e(k)) > 0 in the negative domain e(k) ∈[−pi2 , 0], f (e(k)) < 0 in the positive domain e(k) ∈ [0, pi2 ],
and f (e(k)) = 0 at e(k) = 0. Moreover, as shown in Figure
8(a), the absolute value of f(x) is always less than the absolute
value of y = −2x. If it was greater than the absolute value of
y = −2x, a divergence would take place.
E. Tracking
Under the condition that the follower robot could continu-
ously track the leader robot without loosing it, the convoying
objective is not compromised. This objective can be achieved
by limiting the relative velocity using Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Assume that the angular velocity (scanning)
of the directional antenna is θ˙, the instantaneous distance
between the leader robot and the following robot is d, and the
!
"
#
Fig. 9. Circle sector enclosed by two radii and an arc.
maximum scanning angle is θmax. The DOA can be tracked
under one of the following two conditions:
1) Vrelative ≤ θ˙dθmax
2) Vleader⊥ ≤ (θ˙d+ θmaxVrelative)
Proof. Considering a circular sector as shown in Figure 9,
the general relationship between arc length and its partial
angle θ (angle between the antennas of leader and follower)
is represented as:
l = dθ, (12)
and its partial derivative is given by:
∂l
∂t
=
∂d
∂t
θ + d
∂θ
∂t
. (13)
Tracking is feasible if the arc length does not change
between scans. i.e., if ∂l∂t
∼= 0. A change in the distance is
given by Vrelative, and a change in the θ is given by scanning
velocity θ˙. Assuming the scan angle is within the scanning
range θ ≤ θmax, the equation becomes:
Vrelative ≤ θ˙d
θmax
. (14)
The perpendicular velocity of the leader robot Vleader⊥
(perpendicular to the relative motion of leader-follower) should
be within the arc length. Thus, Vleader⊥ is limited by Eq. 13
as follows:
Vleader⊥ ≤ ∂l
∂t
≤ (θ˙d+ θmaxVrelative). (15)
This concludes the proof.
This implies that the tracking is feasible and the WCA based
tracking is unaffected by both the movement of the robots and
antennas as long as the velocities are limited depending on the
scanning speed, range and the leader-follower separation.
In the tracking mode, the Doppler effect could have an
impact because Lf can be varied according to the relative
velocity between the leader robot and follower robot. Thus,
the power in (4) and the next center angle in (9) are then
rewritten as:
Pr = Pt +Gt +Gr cos
2 (θj(k)− θ∗cen(k))− Lf∗(k) (16)
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θcen(k + 1) = θcen(k)
+
θint
2N
∑N
j=−N j10
Grcos
2(θcen(k)−θcen∗(k)+ jθint2N )−Lf∗(k)
γ
∑N
j=−N 10
Grcos2(θcen(k)−θcen∗(k)+ jθint2N )−Lf∗(k)
γ
.
(17)
Such changes indicate that a weight represented as 10 power
exponent in the WCA could be changed by the pointing
error angle of the directional antenna and the relative velocity
between the leader robot and the follower robot. Nonetheless,
the changes are represented as another form of weight and
becomes nullified because of the same weight factor applied
across the range θs to θe. Moreover, it is clear from Eq. 8 that
the relative velocity Vrelative has a negligible effect on the path
loss equation (c >> Vrelative). (e.g. the robots velocities are 1
m/s while the velocity of light is 3·108 m/s). This implies that
the Doppler effect over WCA based tracking is completely
insignificant.
F. Mobile Robot Control
The P3-AT is a four-wheeled robot as shown in Figure
13, however, two wheels on the same side are physically
interconnected with a rubber belt. For the simple control of this
robot for the robotic convoy system, differential-drive mobile
robots with characteristics of non-slipping and pure rolling are
considered. The robot can be then controlled to move to any
posture by adjusting the velocity of the left wheel VL and the
velocity of the right wheel VR:
VL = v + kpΘ˜ + kd(Θ˜− Θ˜t−1)
VR = v − kpΘ˜− kd(Θ˜− Θ˜t−1).
(18)
In this paper, by definition a follower may face two different
obstacle situations − Situation 1 is when an obstacle is too
close (e.g., the distance between the robot and the obstacle
is less than 1 meter), and Situation 2 is when an obstacle is
detected, but is not close. It is worth noting that we briefly
described these two situations in III-C.
In Situation 1, since there is a high chance that a collision
can take place, the robot should stop tracking the leader, and
first avoid the object by utilizing a set of sonar sensors. There-
fore, a simple obstacle avoidance algorithm was developed
[1] that is also based on a weighted-centroid approach where
a weight is computed from the measured sonar distances,
calculating a direction to guide the robot to a safe region using
the following expression:
Θ˜ =
∑Ns
k=1 wkφk∑Ns
k=1 wk
(19)
where Ns is the total number of sonar measurements, and
wk = 10
(−Distancek
γ
)
, where γ is a positive gain, Distancek
is a measured sonar distance at φk, and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ns}.
This algorithm is mainly designed to avoid an obstacle, so
it should be activated only when there is an object detected
by a sonar sensor and the measured distance is shorter than
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Fig. 10. A concept of the penalty function. A pseudo RSSI measurement is
generated with sonar measurement and integrated to a real RSSI measurement.
a pre-determined threshold, Thresholdo. Therefore, if this
algorithm is activated, then Θ˜ in (19) is used as the direction
that guides the robot to a safe region in (18).
The algorithm for Situation 1 was developed to prevent
the follower robot from colliding with objects. With this
algorithm, we can prevent most of the crashes into obstacles.
However, if we take only this situation into consideration, the
motions of the robot may become too large upon approaching
an obstacle. For this reason, we developed another algorithm
[1] for dealing with Situation 2 where an obstacle is detected,
but is not close. Implementing this second algorithm helps in
reducing the chances that the robot will face a dangerous sit-
uation from close objects such as in Situation 1. By changing
heading in advance upon approaching close objects, the robot
is able to more effectively and safely follow the leader.
Sonar sensors are utilized again for this algorithm in the
form of a penalty function. The basic concept of the penalty
function is to integrate a sonar sensor measurement into an
antenna measurement as depicted in Figure 10. If an object on
the path is detected, then the function generates a pseudo RSSI
measurement that is factored into a real RSSI measurement,
producing a new RSSI value for WCA in (2), denoted with
NRSSI . The pseudo RSSI is generated by:
PRSSIk = αexp(−βDistancek) (20)
where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ns}, and α and β are constants for regu-
lating the level of the penalty function. These two parameters
should be carefully determined, depending on the material of
the object that is detected by the sonar sensors. For example, if
the material of the object is impenetrable to a wireless signal,
α could be set to a lower value. However, if the material of
the object is penetrable, α should be set high enough for the
obstacle to be recognized. Details about the effect on varying
α can be found in [1].
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the effectiveness of the
penalty function. Figure 11 depicts a case where there are
only real RSSI measurements, and the bearing was estimated
to around 0◦ when the robot is in Situation 2. In this case,
the robot would keep moving toward the front wall with
the estimated bearing and suddenly change its heading as
soon as the robot lies in Situation 1 (e.g., when the distance
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Fig. 11. Bearing estimation only with real RSSI measurement. The left figure shows that the bearing was estimated to around 0◦ (see the black arrow),
making the follower keep moving toward the front wall, and the right figure shows the measured RSSI.
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Fig. 12. Bearing estimation with real RSSI measurement, with a penalty levied. The left figure shows that the bearing was estimated to over +90◦ (see
the black arrow), enabling the follower to take an action to avoid crashing into the wall in advance while keeping tracking its leader, and the right figure
shows the measured RSSI with pseudo RSSI added. A video demonstrating this obstacle avoidance algorithm in MATLAB simulation can be found at
https://youtu.be/o9tTFi PkLI.
between the robot and the obstacle is less than 1 meter). In this
situation, the robot would be able to avoid a collision, but not
be able to keep tracking its leader anymore. On the other hand,
Figure 12 depicts a case where pseudo RSSI measurements are
levied as a penalty to real RSSI measurements. In this case,
the bearing was estimated to over +90◦, pointing toward a
roadway that enables the follower to take an action to avoid
crashing into the wall in advance while keeping tracking its
leader.
This penalty function is activated only when there is an
object detected by a sonar sensor, and its measured distance
is longer than the pre-determined threshold for Situation 1.
Therefore, if the follower lies in Situation 2 or in which the
robot is free of obstacles and can keep tracking the leader, it
runs with the bearing estimation algorithm, activating (18) for
velocity control. Therefore, Θ˜ is the current estimated bearing
obtained in (3), Θ˜t−1 is the old estimated bearing, kp and kd
are positive gains, and v is the background velocity of the
robot, set to change according to a value of the best RSSI
measurement from one scan, i.e., v is calculated by
v = −ω1RSSI l − ω2 (21)
where RSSI l indicates the best RSSI measurement in one
scan, ω1 and ω2 are should be set to a positive value and
w2 ≤
∣∣w1 ·RSSI l∣∣ for v to be a positive value.
For the robot stopping criteria, we use the following condi-
tions,
 VL and VR = 0 if RSSI
l ≤ Thresholdl
and RSSIb ≥ Thresholdb
VL and VR from (18) else.
(22)
In (22), RSSIb indicates the RSSI measurement from the node
behind the robot. Depending on a value of Thresholdl, we
can differentiate how close the follower can get to the leader
or prevent the follower from getting too close to the leader.
Also, a value of Thresholdb determines how far the follower
can drive away from the robot behind it.
Then, we can roughly calculate PdBm by pre-obtaining L0
and n with experiments. Therefore, we can select a proper
value of Thresholdl and Thresholdb with (1) for the desired
motion of our follower system. For example, we identified
through experiments that −15 dBm of Thresholdl keeps the
follower away from the leader at intervals of 1 meter in indoor
environments and −20 dBm for outdoor environments.
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(a) A complete robotic convoy team
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Fig. 13. Robotic convoy system. A robot was built with the commercial
off-the-shelf network devices and robot parts and accessories.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
A prototype of the robotic convoy system was developed
and is shown in Figure 13. Each robot is homogeneous and
equipped with the same capabilities. Each robotic system is
made up of the P3-AT mobile robot, a laptop, AP (Access
Point) with an omni-directional antenna, AP with a directional
antenna, a directional antenna with a Wi-Fi USB adapter, a
network switch and two pan-tilt servo devices, as shown in
Figure 13(b).
For bearing estimation, we installed a small and light Yagi
antenna, manufactured by PCTEL. For the top directional
antenna on a follower, we installed Nano StationlocoM2,
manufactured by Ubiquiti. For the transmitter on the
leader, requiring an omni-directional antenna, we used a
PicoStationM2HP .
The P3-AT, pan-tilt devices, and Wi-Fi USB adapter are
connected by a serial connection to the laptop that processes all
required algorithms and methods. A pan-tilt device allows the
directional antenna to be autonomously oriented to a specific
angle. In this paper, we employ a pan angle only as the
directional antennas we chose for this project have about 55◦
beamwidth vertically, and therefore there are few cases where
our robots would be deployed out of the range vertically.
Nonetheless, it is worth noting that vertical beamwidth would
also affect wireless communication in some cases.
For the network configuration, we set up the indirect point-
to-point link with off-the-shelf network devices as depicted in
Figure 14. This configuration acts like a very long wired cable
and allows us to build a transparent ethernet bridge between
two end nodes wirelessly. The left most node is one of the end
nodes, having a network camera, that in this paper could be a
robot or a human user. The right most node is the other end
node, i.e., that is a command center. Every device including
antennas, computers, and switches has a static IP address as
shown in Figure 14 for remote access. For example, accessing
“192.168.1.2” allows us to watch real-time video from the
camera, and accessing “192.168.1.112” allows remote control
of the follower robot behind the end node.
The parameters needed in the WCA, the obstacle avoidance
algorithm, and robot control were set and are set as follows:
θi = 180◦, Thresholdo = 800 cm, γ = 10, kp = 1.0, kd =
0.3, w1 = 10, w2 = 150. Due to the physical limitation of
servo motors in our pan-tilt system, we set θi to be 180◦.
This setting results in the initial scan performed at θs = −90◦,
θe = 90◦. Nt was approximately 25 for most of the tests.
These settings were applied to all of the tests. We varied
Thresholdl and Thresholdb according to test purposes. They
are presented later along with each test.
Depending on the application, a human user needs to lead
the robotic convoy team. To do so, we developed a helmet de-
vice comprised of a network camera, AP with omni-directional
antenna, battery, and network switch. This device was carried
on the back of an operator as shown in Figures 15(a) and
15(b), and the AP can properly transmit radio signals, which is
detected by the receiver on the follower robot and subsequently
measured for WCA and to successfully track the human user.
With the attached camera on a helmet, a human user can
provide a command center with a live view of an interesting
scene and communicate through a microphone on the camera.
We do not present any real situations that require this device,
but this can be used in a variety of applications such as for
surveillance, search and rescue missions, etc.
B. Results
In order to validate the proposed system, three different
test scenarios are conducted to evaluate 1) convoy strategy; 2)
obstacle avoidance algorithm; 3) leader-follower robotic relay
communication system.
1) Robotic Convoy Strategy: The first test set was designed
to analyze the performance of the robot convoy strategy. Three
robots were employed - one is a leader and the other two
are followers. For this test, the leader robot was manually
controlled with an averaged velocity set at 0.2 m/s, and the
followers were initially placed in order behind the leader robot.
Thresholdl was set to −30 dBm for each follower so as to be
closer to its leader and Thresholdb to a large number, −60
dBm to be free from the distance constraint from a behind
source, e.g., the last robot from the command center. Traces
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Fig. 14. A configuration of robotic broadband networks.
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Fig. 15. A helmet network device. With this device, a human user can lead
a robotic convoy team.
of all of the robots are depicted in Figure 16 with white round
circles indicating the current positions of each robot at every
20 seconds. It clearly shows that every follower was able to
properly track their leaders and thus successfully formed a
convoy team.
Next, In order to analyze the performance of the leader-
follower control scheme more in detail, we employed a pair
of leader-follower robots. The leader robot was remotely
controlled by a human operator at an averaged velocity of
0.2 m/s, and the follower was initially placed right behind the
leader. For the stopping criteria, we set Thresholdl to −25
dBm.
Figure 17 shows the results of this test. Figure 17(a) shows
the tracked paths by the leader and the follower. The red lines
depict movement paths by the leader, and the black lines depict
movement paths by the follower. These lines were drawn by
referring to videos recorded during the test and odometer
information from the robots. This test also included multiple
stops performed by the leader and very sharp paths requiring
almost 180◦ turning for the follower to successfully track the
leader. As shown in Figure 17(a), the follower followed the
leader well during the entire test.
Figure 17(b) shows that a history of the measured best
RSSI denoted with RSSI l. As shown in the horizontal axis,
approximately 1900 scans were performed during this test.
There were two times of stop taken by the leader during the
first half of the test. As shown in Figure 17(b) around the
300th scanning and 500th scanning, the best RSSI reached
the threshold accordingly, and therefore the follower stopped
with a close distance to the leader. In addition, as shown
in the right top of the map in Figure 17(a), denoted with
the blue dotted circle, the leader wheeled about to the other
extreme. This was intended motion controlled by a human
operator to see if the follower could follow the leader or not
in such extreme situations. As the leader turned to the opposite
direction that the follower headed, the estimated bearing by the
reader showed all the way to the left (see around the 1200th
scanning in 17(c)), meaning that the follower needs to change
its heading to the left as well. However, since the measured
RSSIs were higher than the threshold at that time, the follower
had to stop for a while until the leader moved away from the
follower (see around the 1200th scanning in Figure 17(b). After
the 1300th scanning, the best RSSI became lower than the
threshold, and finally the follower wheeled round and resumed
following the leader again. These behaviors validate that two
robots in convoying perform well with the proposed leader-
follower control scheme.
2) Obstacle Avoidance Algorithm: In order to analyze the
performance of the obstacle avoidance algorithm in detail, we
again employed a pair of leader-follower robots. The leader
was manually controlled so that it moves straight to about 15
meters at a constant velocity of 0.2 m/s. The follower was
initially placed behind the building and a square obstacle of
an approximate size of 0.5 × 0.5 meters when viewed from
above. In this planned situation, the follower should avoid the
obstacle and the side of the building in order to successfully
follow the leader. If otherwise, the follower fails to achieve
its goal. For the stopping criteria, we set Thresholdl to −25
dBm.
In Figure 18(a), the red lines indicate movement paths
by the leader. The black lines indicate movement paths by
the follower. These lines were drawn by referring to videos
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Fig. 16. Trace of robots’ convoy in the field test with three robots, focusing on a robotic convoy strategy. A video demonstrating this field experiment can
be found at https://youtu.be/XymfE3qjeTc.
recorded during the test and odometer information from the
robots. As shown in this figure, the follower was able to avoid
the obstacle and the side of building without any contacts and
to follow the leader over the full paths. Figure 18(b) shows a
history of the measured best RSSI denoted with RSSI l. As
shown in the horizontal axis, approximately 520 scans were
performed during this test. During the first half of scanning,
there were few increases in measured RSSI as the leader and
the follower were close to each other. When the leader bore off
gradually and the follower focused on avoiding obstacles, the
measured RSSI decreased by up to about −40 dBm. However,
as soon as the follower avoided the obstacles and became free,
it resumed following the leader. After that, as shown at the end
of the history in Figure 18(b), the measured RSSI reached the
pre-defined threshold, −25 dBm, making the follower stop at
a close distance to the leader.
Figure 18(c) shows a history of the estimated bearings. As
the leader departed from its original location, the estimated
bearing by the follower showed very far to the right (see
from around 40th scanning to around 200th in 17(c)), which is
true considering the geometrical locations of the two robots
(i.e., the leader was located in the far right side of the
follower). However, the follower actually turned to the left
direction, not to the right direction by the estimated bearing,
to avoid the obstacle as shown in 17(a). This was because
the follower was in Situation 1. As soon as there is a change
from Situation 1 to Situation 2, the robot resumed tracking the
leader by integrating the sonar measurement into the antenna
measurement.
3) Leader-follower Robotic Relay Communication System:
This subsection presents the results obtained from the ex-
periments in complex indoor and outdoor environments. The
results validate the robustness of the proposed leader-follower
robotic relay communication system which combines the pro-
posed convoy strategy and the obstacle avoidance algorithm.
First, an indoor test was conducted with three different
sets as follows: 1) a human end user, 2) a human end user
and a follower robot, and 3) a human end user and two
follower robots. We conducted this test in Knoy Hall, one
of the buildings at the Purdue main campus, because the
long corridor of this building has both line-of-sight and non-
line-of-sight regions and some invisible, but active wireless
interference, making it a perfect place to test our proposed
methods. During the test, we had the human user walk at a
constant speed of 0.2 m/s. The designated path is depicted
with a solid line in Figure 19(a). Thresholdl was set to
−30 dBm for each follower to track its immediate leader and
Thresholdb to −40 dBm to maintain a connection with the
node behind it. We observed: How far the human user could
move away from the command center while maintaining high
quality wireless connection. We used an end-to-end throughput
measurement as a performance metric.
In the results, the human failed to maintain a wireless
connection with the command center with no relay robots
before reaching the destination as shown in the top of Figure
19(a). In this figure, the human user (denoted with “H”) almost
reached to the destination (see the solid blue line indicating the
path taken by the user), but could not reach the final destination
(see the dashed line indicating an unvisited path by the user).
This result could be expected since the test environment was
composed of two sharp corners, placing the human in a non-
line-of-sight region from the view of the command center, and
was enclosed by thick brick walls with poor radio penetration.
In comparison, the human could reach the destination with the
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Fig. 17. A field test focusing on a leader-follower control scheme.
A video demonstrating this field experiment can be found at
https://youtu.be/1LFgR9naabU.
aid of a relay robot (denoted with “R1”) and continue sending
high-quality image data to the command center even at the
final destination. The path taken is depicted in the middle
of Figure 19(a) by a sold green line. In this experiment, the
relay robot stayed at the initial position for a while, and then
started tracking the trajectory of the human user after the RSSI
threshold reached the designated value. During the most of the
time the robot could not see the human user due to non-line-
of-sight, however, with the proposed bearing estimation, the
robot was able to track the user successfully. Subsequently, the
robot passed around the first corner and stopped as the RSSI
threshold from the node (i.e., the command center) behind it
reached the designated value. The final location of the follower
robot R1 is depicted in the middle of Figure 19(a).
Similarly, the human was also able to reach the destina-
tion with two relay robots (denoted with “R1” and “R2”,
respectively). In this setting, the first follower R2 (one behind
the user) was able to track the human user until it passed
the second corner, and the last follower R1 (one closest to
the command center) started moving after a long time when
Follower
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Fig. 18. A field test focusing on an obstacle avoidance algo-
rithm. A video demonstrating this field experiment can be found at
https://youtu.be/xyBxOtQcckc and https://youtu.be/YXoCh1MuQZE.
the threshold from its leader reached the designated value.
The final locations of the robots are depicted in the bottom
of Figure 19(a). As shown this figure, the last follower was
located at almost same position as shown in the middle of
Figure 19(a), and the first follower passed two corners and was
closer to the human user to maintain a wireless connection.
It is worth noting that the both follower robots were able to
track their front robot (i.e., a human user or a robot) with the
proposed bearing estimation although most of the time they
could not see it (non-line-of-sight).
The throughput measurements are summarized and depicted
in Figure 19(b). Initially, the first setting that employed no
relay robots shows the highest throughput results, and the
third setting that employed two relay robots shows the lowest
results. In fact, this could be expected as described in [41].
However, keeping in mind that our primary goal was to extend
the radio range of the end node while maintaining good
wireless connection. From the figure 19(b), it can be seen
that the throughput measured with the first setting decreased
dramatically at around 80 to 100 seconds and 180 to 200
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Fig. 19. Indoor tests for different numbers of relay nodes. A video demonstrat-
ing this field experiment can be found at https://youtu.be/G5nWZR02nzM; (a)
A solid line indicates the actual trajectory of the end user which is represented
as a red star (F). A solid circle in red (•) and an empty circle in red
(◦) represent the staring point and the goal, respectively. Each figure shows
the network connection range depending on the number of relay nodes. (b)
End-to-end throughput measured at the end user in an indoor and complex
environment.
seconds. Around these time periods, the human passed the
first and second corners and as such the wireless connection
dramatically weakened, resulting in decreased throughput.
Even worse, as the human approached the final destination,
throughput went below 5 Mbps and finally the wireless net-
work was disconnected (see after 280 seconds). In contrast,
when we tested the second setting exploiting a relay robot,
a wireless network was able to stay connected to even the
human user located in the final destination. The throughput
result never went below 5 Mbps and reached around 10 Mbps
at the end location with this setting, although there were two
dramatic decreases in throughput measurements.
Lastly, when we tested the third setting employing two
relay robots and the wireless network maintained a very
stable connection for the entire time period. More specifically,
throughput was kept at around 20 to 25 Mbps after the human
passed two corners, and was kept at around 20 Mbps even
at the final location. This result validated that there was
substantial range extension as a result of using the relay robot,
and therefore this achieved our primary goal of extending the
range of radio signals in indoor and complex environments.
Second, an outdoor test was conducted with three different
sets as follows: 1) a human end user, 2) a human end user and
a follower robot, and 3) a human end user and two follower
robots. For this test, we visited one of the parking lots at
the Purdue main campus. This parking lot is large, with a
100×70 meter long area and thus requires a long-range radio
communication if a command center and the designated final
destination are placed at opposite ends of the environment.
This environment also requires a non-line-of-sight service for
a successful communication. The environment is shown in
Figure 20(a). During the test, the human user walked at a
constant speed of 0.2 m/s. The designated path is depicted with
a solid line. We set the same thresholds as with the previous
values.
This test obtained very similar results and trends as shown
in the previous indoor test. First, with the first setting that
employed no relay robots, the human (denoted with “H”) failed
to stay connected to the command center before reaching the
destination as shown in the top of Figure 20(a). Unlike the
previous test in the indoor environment, the end user could be
farther away from the command center, i.e., almost a total of
60 meters traveled. there appeared to be less radio interference
and fewer effects on multipath propagation in this outdoor
environment. However, as the total travel distance became
longer, the human end user failed to pass around the second
corner (see the dashed line in the top of Figure 20(a).
In contrast, the other two settings successfully completed
the mission with the human user reaching the destination while
maintaining a quality of radio signal. In the second setting that
exploited a relay robot R1, the robot tracked the trajectory of
the human user well and stopped after passing the first corner
by reaching the designated RSSI threshold with the command
center. In the third setting that employed two relay robots,
the first robot R2 (behind the human user) was able to keep
tracking until it reached Thresholdb from the robot behind it.
Similarly, the last robot R1 kept tracking its leader (the first
robot) well until it reached Thresholdb from the node (i.e.,
command center) behind it.
Throughput measurements are summarized and shown in
Figure 20(b). Similar to the previous test in the indoor envi-
ronment, the first setting shows the highest throughput result,
followed by the second setting, and the third setting shows
the lowest result at the first 40 seconds. This trend was kept
until the end node was in a line-of-sight region within view of
the command center. The trend soon changed after the human
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(a) Final locations of the user and relay nodes
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Fig. 20. Outdoor tests for different numbers of relay nodes. A video demon-
strating this field experiment can be found at https://youtu.be/lb3Oriv8Dvs; (a)
A solid line indicates the actual trajectory of the end user which is represented
as a red star (F). A solid circle in red (•) and an empty circle in red (◦)
represent the starting point and the goal, respectively. Each figure shows
the network connection range depending on the number of relay nodes. (b)
End-to-end throughput measured at the end user in an outdoor and complex
environment.
user turned around the first corner; that is, the three settings
show very similar throughput data. However, as the end node
approached the second corner, the throughput measured with
the first setting went below 5 Mbps (see around 280 seconds)
and reached 0 Mbps (technically, no link) as the connection
to the command center broke. In comparison, the other two
settings were able to maintain a wireless connection with
a command center at the final destination. Notably, the last
selection was able to stay above 10 Mbps at the end, although
there was a slight decrease in throughput measurements that
appeared around 240 to 260 seconds. The results from this
outdoor test validated the substantial range extension from
using the relay robot, and therefore our primary goal to
extend the range of radio signals in outdoor and complex
environments was achieved.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a robotic convoy system us-
ing directional antennas with the goal of creating end-to-
end communication in dynamic and complex environments.
With bearing estimation called WCA, directional antennas
were utilized to guide a follower robot to its leader. As a
result, our system yielded very robust direction estimations
in a constrained environment, specifically when the follower
was placed in a region out of line-of-sight with the leader.
Furthermore, extensive field tests that included both indoor
and outdoor environments validated that our proposed method
is fully decentralized and thus satisfies the scalability re-
quirements of robotic network systems. By using the method,
relay robots can ensure capacity and long-range end-to-end
communication in robotic networks.
We considered simplified homogeneous disk models in
order to model communication links between two neighboring
nodes. Nonetheless, in realistic communication environments,
each relay may need to have different models with respect
to its surrounding environments. For example, a smaller disk
size may need to be assigned to relays placed in a more dense
space due to increased data loss that could be induced by
effects of fading, shadowing and multipath. Conversely, for
relays located in a more open space, a larger disk size would
be more desirable. Therefore, adaptive models to take into
account these issues should be considered so as to enhance
network capability in end-to-end communications.
We do not consider situations where one of the radio links
is broken and the links should be redefined as it is out of
scope in this paper. Nonetheless for more practical use of the
proposed system, we will research a backup plan or predefined
action to cope with such situations. For example, a self-
healing algorithm for mobile wireless sensor network will be
investigated [42], [43], [44].
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